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OutlineOutline

Supersymmetry defined by CMSSMSupersymmetry defined by CMSSM

Bayesian approachBayesian approach

Impact on SUSY  from:Impact on SUSY  from:

Various experimental measurements 

LHC (CMS (CMS ααT T 1.1/fb)1.1/fb)    

Dark Matter (Xenon(Xenon100100)) searches 

BestFIT results:BestFIT results:

CMSSM’s parameters constraints CMSSM’s parameters constraints 
including the latest limitsincluding the latest limits
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SUSY w.r.t. experimental dataSUSY w.r.t. experimental data

SUSY can not be experimentally ruled outSUSY can not be experimentally ruled out
BUT can (potentially) BUT can (potentially) contribute to various measurable quantities:contribute to various measurable quantities:

signals of supersymmetric and Higgs particlessupersymmetric and Higgs particles

direct collider searches: still only lower bounds on masses

Indirect (e.g. loop) contributionsIndirect (e.g. loop) contributions

electroweak observables: 

flavor processes:

anomalous magnetic moment of the muon 

 neutralino WIMPneutralino WIMP  as dark matter to giveas dark matter to give
 correct relic abundance  correct relic abundance 
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Goal: compare data with theoryGoal: compare data with theory

Rigid step-function application of limits/rangesRigid step-function application of limits/ranges

Input from experimental measurements and limitsInput from experimental measurements and limits
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We use Bayesian We use Bayesian (vs (vs FrequentistFrequentist) ) approachapproach

FrequentistFrequentist: : “probability is the number of times the event occurs over the total “probability is the number of times the event occurs over the total 
number of trials, in the limit of an infinite series of equiprobable repetitions”number of trials, in the limit of an infinite series of equiprobable repetitions”

BayesianBayesian::  “probability is a measure of the degree of belief about a proposition”“probability is a measure of the degree of belief about a proposition”

theory defined by a number of free parameterstheory defined by a number of free parameters

its contributions to observables can be confronted its contributions to observables can be confronted 
with diverse datawith diverse data

statistical question: Which ranges of the model’s parametersstatistical question: Which ranges of the model’s parameters
 (if any)  (if any) fit the data well/so-so/poorly,... ?fit the data well/so-so/poorly,... ?

draw probability maps in the model’s parameter spacedraw probability maps in the model’s parameter space

compare different models...compare different models...
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Constrained MSSMConstrained MSSM

CMSSMCMSSM
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Baysian analysis of the CMSSMBaysian analysis of the CMSSM
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SuperBayeS for CMSSM scansSuperBayeS for CMSSM scans

SuperBayeSSuperBayeS  program used to perform 4 scans of the CMSSM's program used to perform 4 scans of the CMSSM's 
parameters:parameters:

For a comparison with subsequent scansFor a comparison with subsequent scans, a scan , a scan withwith a likelihood from  a likelihood from 
non-LHC experimentsnon-LHC experiments and  and withoutwithout a likelihood from  a likelihood from Xenon100Xenon100

To validate our methodTo validate our method, a scan , a scan with with a likelihood that we derived from a likelihood that we derived from 
the the CMS aT CMS aT   1.1/fb1.1/fb analysis, and  analysis, and withwith a likelihood from the  a likelihood from the 
experiments that constrain experiments that constrain 
the the SM’s nuisance parametersSM’s nuisance parameters

ScanScan with non-LHC,  with non-LHC, 
CMS aT CMS aT   1.1/fb1.1/fb
andand without Xenon100 without Xenon100

Scan Scan with all inwith all in
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MethodMethod

In fIn frequentist statistics requentist statistics 

K-dim CMSSM's parameter space is in the best K-dim CMSSM's parameter space is in the best 
agreement with expreriment for min Xagreement with expreriment for min X22,where,where

The best-fit point  a parameter point with min X↔The best-fit point  a parameter point with min X↔ 22

 confidence intervals are constructed from the → confidence intervals are constructed from the →
best pointbest point
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MethodMethod

In bayesianIn bayesian statistics  statistics 
question of posterior – question of posterior – what is the probability of the CMSSM and its what is the probability of the CMSSM and its 
particular particular model parameters, given the experimental data?model parameters, given the experimental data? We invert  We invert 
the likelihood using Bayes’ theorem to find the posterior:the likelihood using Bayes’ theorem to find the posterior:

2D region of the CMSSM’s parameter space that is in best agreement 2D region of the CMSSM’s parameter space that is in best agreement 
with the experiments (wrtwith the experiments (wrt posterior – the  posterior – the credible regioncredible region) is the ) is the 
smallest region that contains a given fraction of the posterior, that is, smallest region that contains a given fraction of the posterior, that is, 
the smallest region:the smallest region:

We consider: We consider:            68 %                    95% 68 %                    95%
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Strongest limits from data - LHC Strongest limits from data - LHC 

Searches in all-hadronic states at LHCSearches in all-hadronic states at LHC

1.1/fb CMS limits for the aT variable 1.1/fb CMS limits for the aT variable 
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Efficiency MC map simuationEfficiency MC map simuation

Efficiency of the event selection for aT analysis at Efficiency of the event selection for aT analysis at 
the MC level, 10k events per CMSSM pointsthe MC level, 10k events per CMSSM points

Used SoftSUSY, SUSY-HIT, Pythia  Xsec at LO→Used SoftSUSY, SUSY-HIT, Pythia  Xsec at LO→
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Simulation of aT likelihood Simulation of aT likelihood 

Excellent agreementExcellent agreement between  between 
our 95% contour our 95% contour and the and the 
official CMS 95% contourofficial CMS 95% contour
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Impact on CMSSM paramtersImpact on CMSSM paramters

Significant impact on previously favored regionsSignificant impact on previously favored regions

Non-LHC                            With LHC aT Non-LHC                            With LHC aT 
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Impact on CMSSM paramtersImpact on CMSSM paramters

Significant impact on previously favored regionsSignificant impact on previously favored regions

Non-LHC                            With LHC aT Non-LHC                            With LHC aT 
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Xenon 100 searches for Dark MatterXenon 100 searches for Dark Matter

Excluded spin-independent (SI) scattering cross Excluded spin-independent (SI) scattering cross 
sections belowsections below 10 10-8-8

  pbpb
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CMSSM and Xenon100CMSSM and Xenon100

Weak effect  slightly squeezing parameters→Weak effect  slightly squeezing parameters→

                                                                                                      Non-LHC & aT Non-LHC & aT 
   Non-LHC &   Non-LHC &  aT                              & Xenon100  aT                              & Xenon100
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Best-point resultsBest-point results
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Bayesian vs Bayesian vs χχ22

reasonable agreement in the reasonable agreement in the mm11//2 2 > m0> m0  regionregion

disagreement about the best-fit pointdisagreement about the best-fit point

some disagreement about large some disagreement about large m0m0  regionregion
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ConclusionsConclusions

LHC 2011 dataLHC 2011 data: a big bite at the simplest unified SUSY : a big bite at the simplest unified SUSY 
modelmodel

Xenon100 2011Xenon100 2011: complementary search, some additional : complementary search, some additional 
impactimpact

CMSSMCMSSM: : 
still wide ranges of sparticle and Higgs masses to explorestill wide ranges of sparticle and Higgs masses to explore

much more room in less constrained SUSY modelsmuch more room in less constrained SUSY models
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BackupBackup
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Xenon100Xenon100

Slightly squeezing parametersSlightly squeezing parameters

                                                                                                      Non-LHC & aT Non-LHC & aT 
       Non-LHC &       Non-LHC &                               & Xenon100                               & Xenon100
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